


stefirpels worden toegezonden, welke het opschrift "Posteriien'" dragen, met

welie stempels de oigeldigmaking van ze[els als bedoeld voortdan behoort te

geschieden.

However, the proposed cancel, according to Goldhoorn, was unlike any of those actually

found on covers. This was highlighted in the October 1940 issue of Nederlandsch

Maanbtod Vaor philatette magazini. The observation was also made that the canceller

finally issued by the PTT (Type B) had a 29mm. outer diameter and a l6mm' inner

diameter ring.

TypeA Cancel Type B Cancel

After many years of searching Goldhoorn found a postcard with a Type A cancel (Figure

1.). The cari was sent from Haadem to Hilversum and is dated November 24, 1938- As

the date stamp is some 19 months prior to the Dienst Order announcement Goldhoorn

speculates that Hilversum may have been a test location for the Type A cancel- As you

*r, ,"" the Haarlem machine cancel is skewed and misses the postage stamp, thus the

need to nullify the stamP-

Figure l. Postcard with triat POSTERIJEN cancel applied at Hilversum.

After delving into several other resources Goldhoorn found additional information on

these posterilen cancels in a letter, dated February 8, 1939, from the Director-General of
the p.T.T. and sent to the Royal Mint Master where he directs "the speedy manufacture

of a metal cqnceller exactly iik" you, smnple but withrtut the image of the lion" (Figate
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The PTT/TPG Post authorities have continually made periodic changes in their postal

equipment and products. Perhaps readers of this essay will find and report additional

posterijen formats on stamps in their collections. There is perhaps a time gap until Type

b cancel appears. This newer example of a posterijen obliterator is a circle in which "ptt
posf is replated four times. (Figute 5) For every 20e century collector these four cancel

types would seem to be key varieties to embellish a comprehensive collection.

Figure 5, Example of Type D canceller with *ptt post' format.
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